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Theology

Skin conditioned
It’s the colour of privilege and power, so what makes white the hardest colour for white
people to see? Michael Jagessar and John Campbell call for a guerrilla war of the mind
against imperial theology

F

or hundreds of years, one of the key organising
principles within the British Empire was the
idea of whiteness. Your social status, your life
prospects and possibilities, even your way of
understanding reality were all shaped and
controlled by this crucial factor: Were you
classified as “white”? But now it’s different, right?
When the two of us were born, the British
Empire still existed across the Caribbean, Africa and east Asia.
Full-blown race-based apartheid in South Africa and “Jim
Crow” segregation in the southern US looked fixed, settled and
permanent. Now, in 2014, things look quite different. Racism is
still a reality, but no one would claim to be racist. Most of us are
with Martin Luther King Jr and would want to see people judged
by “the content of their character not the colour of their skin”. Yet,
for both of us, “whiteness” is still a major problem that disrupts
and distorts the life of our world and of the UK, even the life of
our Church. As a contribution to Black History Month, we’d like
to explain how and why we think so.
We could offer you statistics about differential access to
housing, education and employment; we could share some of the
endless stream of real stories about persisting police propensities
to stop and search young men who look “black”; we could pick
over aspects of the rise of UKIP and the immigration debate; we
could analyse the black presence in our churches. The evidence is
there that we still have a long way to go to get over this “whiteness”
thing. Instead, let us tell you our own stories and how we’ve each
come to view “whiteness” and the way it seems to work.

‘We need
to be honest
about whiteness
and privilege’
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Michael’s story:

I

grew up in Guyana, which had a colonial legacy
and was multi-everything (ethnic, cultural,
religious). The “Great Houses” of both the local
sugar plantation and the Churches, occupied by
white outsiders, loomed large in my life. Everything
associated with whiteness hung over our lives. We
internalised it through education and religion; it
became our mark for progress and growing out of
inferior status. We all looked up to and aspired to the
values of the white “other” in our midst. Quite early, I
wrestled with the fact that my grandfather and father
were better engineers than the British-appointed
ones living in their gated and set-apart community.
Identity became a serious matter in the 60s as we
moved towards independence and I got my first taste
of the politics of race and ethnicity. Then I became
aware of the deep antagonism and hatred between
Indians and Africans. Years later, it took time and lots
of hermeneutical reflexivity to grasp the disabling
dynamics of power and privilege depending on
which political party (largely of one ethnic group)
was in power. Part of my awareness of identity
(Indian-Guyanese) involved the tough call of looking
into the eyes of my African-Guyanese neighbour and
not denying the reflection. I learnt that power and
privilege tend not to give an account of its own basis
of operation. Power and privilege may be related
but they are not the same thing. I learnt that power
is often held collectively in systems and structures
while privileges are afforded to all who are part of the
power structure. Individual privilege is always the
result of group power.
This awareness remained with me when I became
a minister of the United Reformed Church, a tutor at
Queens Foundation (Birmingham), a moderator of the
URC General Assembly, and the secretary for racial
justice and intercultural ministry. So, when I had my
photograph defaced at Queens, when I have had to
regularly prove my right to teach a classroom full of
white ministerial students even before I can begin
delving into the content, when I have to engage the
indifference of minister colleagues and lay leaders
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to the multicultural agenda
and BME representation in
our Church, and when, as
a moderator of the General
Assembly, I had to largely fit
into a white-male-extrovertedheterosexual-ablebodiednormative-framework, I knew
that the most urgent theological
task before us is being open and
honest about “whiteness” and
privilege if we are to grow into
that beloved community we all
dream of.

John’s story:

I

grew up in Scotland in the
50s and 60s. I don’t think
we talked about whiteness;
we just did it. It was
normal, right and decent. After
university I accepted a two-year
post as a biology lecturer in
a new university in Nigeria.
Suddenly, I was looking at the
world in a different way, from a
different place and realising that
much of what I had accepted
as true, was actually a very
particular British and “white”
interpretation of the way things
are. I loved Nigeria and what it
did to me. Since my return to
the UK I have largely lived as
a minister in the inner cities
of London, Birmingham and
Manchester; always alongside
British black people who daily
had to negotiate far more
obstacles blocking their roads
to personal development than
those that blocked my path.
I experienced, but did not
really analyse, how “being white”
worked. I recall a white member
of a multiracial congregation
assuring me: “In this church we
don’t see colour,” then, minutes
later, asking if the wedding I was
due to conduct that Saturday
was “a coloured wedding.” I
recently discovered a book by
Ruth Frankenberg which helped;
she suggested that there are
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Skin Conditioned
Michael Jagessar and John Campbell (p22-24)
1. Talking about growing up, Michael said: “Everything associated with “whiteness” loomed
large in my life.” John said: “I don’t think we talked about whiteness; we just did it.” What has
your own experience of “whiteness” been?
2. “‘Whiteness’ is still a major problem,” say the authors in the introduction. What problems
do they find with it?
3. “Humans often view difference as an aberration,” the authors say on page 24. What does
this mean? Can you think of examples in your own experience?
4. “All Christians are called to the work of resistance against the... assumptions of whiteness.”
Do you agree with this statement? How can this work be achieved?
5. Do you think that church is part of the problem of “whiteness” and privilege? In what
ways? How can it change? How can it be part of the solution?
6. If Church structures tend to privilege one group over another because of skin colour, are
there also other groups that are privileged in churches for other reasons? What examples can
you think of from your own experience? How can the Church become fairer in all these areas?

For further reflection: “Then Peter began to speak to them: ‘I truly understand that God
shows no particularity, but in every nation anyone who fears him and does what is right is
acceptable to him.’” Acts 10:34-35

Prayer: God who made us, teach us to see one another as you do. Enable us to see through
our assumptions and prejudice, and strengthen us to challenge injustice and privilege. Amen

